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Two-Dimensional Simulation of
Wave Propagation in a
Three-Pipe Junction
The modelling of wave propagation in complex pipe junctions is one of the big
challenges for simulation codes, particularly those applied to flows in engine manif
In the present work an inviscid two-dimensional model, using an advanced nume
scheme, has been applied to the simulation of shock-wave propagation through a
pipe junction; the results are compared with corresponding schlieren images and
sured pressure-time histories. An approximate Riemann solver is used in the s
capturing finite volume scheme and the influence of the order of accuracy of the s
and the use of adaptive mesh refinement are investigated. The code can succe
predict the evolution and reflection of the wave fronts at the junctions whilst the run
is such as to make it feasible to include such a model as a local multi-dimensional re
within a one-dimensional wave-action simulation of flow in engine manifolds.
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Introduction
One-dimensional ‘‘wave-action’’ codes are now applied exte

sively in the design of manifolds for internal combustion engin
@1–3#. Such codes can be used for the prediction of performa
turbocharger matching studies@4,5#, and the calculation of noise
levels radiated from the ends of the intake and exhaust sys
@2,4,5#. The modelling of complex pipe junctions, however, r
mains a major challenge since the geometry of such junct
cannot be represented using a one-dimensional approach as
junctions often produce strong directional effects on the wa
which propagate through them.

The usual assumption made at pipe boundaries is that the
behaves in a quasi-steady manner, implying that the boun
regions are defined by infinitesimal control volumes with no m
or energy storage capacity; this means (]p/]x)@(]p/]t). Real
pipe junctions violate this criteria, most obviously in the cases
the four or five-into-one junctions in the exhaust systems of v
high-performance engines. These junctions also give consider
different reflection and transmission characteristics depending
which branch of the junction a wave enters—this effect is refer
to as ‘‘directionality’’. The directionality of junctions is used ben
eficially in ‘‘pulse converters’’ to enable several cylinders to
connected together without the waves generated by their res
tive blowdown pulses adversely affecting the scavenging of
other cylinders.

In order to characterize directionality effects one-dimensio
‘‘pressure-loss’’ models of junctions have been devised wh
require empirical data, obtained from steady flow tests, rela
the pressure drop across the junction in the various direction
the pressure ratio@6–9#. Obtaining such data is extremely tim
consuming and the simulation model cannot be used as a de
procedure since the junctions have to be manufactured be
their characteristics are known. Multi-dimensional models of
unsteady flow in pipe junctions offer the prospect of remov
both the need to use empirical data and the limitation of the qu
steady assumption.
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Multi-dimensional models of inviscid flows in manifolds, base
on the fluid-in-cell~FLIC! method, have been used in entire e
gine intake manifolds@10–12#. Flamang and Sierens@13# have
also illustrated that it is possible to use inviscid codes in stea
flow calculations to obtain the coefficients required by t
pressure-loss models described above.

In the past 15 years major developments in numerical meth
for wave propagation phenomena have produced robust and
cient numerical schemes of high accuracy@14#. In the present
work an inviscid model based on a modern high-resolution sho
capturing scheme is used to simulate the propagation of sh
waves in three-pipe junctions. The results are compared with
responding schlieren images and pressure-time histories mea
in the ducts. These test cases provide a rigorous examinatio
the capabilities of the multi-dimensional model and lay the fou
dations for the next phase of the work which is to ‘‘embed’’ su
a model in an otherwise one-dimensional engine simulation.

Governing Equations
The governing equations of two-dimensionalinviscid flow, in

differential conservation law form are

]W

]t
1

]F

]x
1

]G

]y
50, (1)

where

W5F r
ru
rv
re0

G ; F5F ru
p1ru2

ruv
ruh0

G ; G5F rv
ruv

p1rv2

rvh0

G , (2)

and

e05e1
1
2~u21v2!. (3)

The relationships formed by substituting the elements of theW, F,
and G vectors into Eq.~1! are the continuity, momentum~x-
direction!, momentum~y-direction!, and energy equations, respe
tively. The equation set contains one more unknown than there
equations and therefore additional information is required to
tain a closure. Using the ideal gas state equation,

p

r
5RT, (4)

ia,
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constrains its internal energy to be a function only of temperat
of the gas and, in the special case of the fluid being a perfect
the internal energy and temperature are related as

e5cvT. (5)

In this equationcv , the specific heat capacity at constant volum
is a constant.

Numerical method
Much work has been done in the last two decades on numer

methods for compressible flows@14#. Schemes based on solving
series of interface~or Riemann! problems between adjacent com
putational cells have largely replaced those derived purely fr
Taylor series expansions. Generically these schemes, based o
solution of the Riemann problem, are called Godunov-type me
ods@15#, and introduce, in an explicit manner, the physics of wa
propagation into the solution procedure.

Godunov-Type Schemes. Godunov-type schemes solve th
initial value problem which evolves from the interaction of flui
states on either side of an interface. Godunov@15# supposed that
the initial data in the solution domain could be replaced by a se
piecewise-constant states with discontinuities atxi 61/2 as shown
in Fig. 1 for the one-dimensional case. The piecewise-cons
data is taken to represent the integral average of the initial d
over the intervalxi 21/2 to xi 11/2.

The integral form of the one-dimensional Eqs.~1! becomes

E
x
E

t

]W

]t
1

]F

]x
50, (6)

where

W5F r
ru
re0

G ; F5F ru
p1ru2

ruh0

G . (7)

On integration this equation gives

~W i
n112W i

n!Dx1~Fi 11/2
n 2Fi 21/2

n !Dt50, (8)

where W represents the average of dependent variables for
cell shown in Fig. 2 and is given by

W i5
1

Dx Exi 21/2

xi 11/2

Wdx, (9)

andF is the average flux across the cell boundaries over an in
val of time Dt, given by

Fi 61/25
1

Dt Etn

tn11

Fdt. (10)

Fig. 1 Control volume for computational cell
550 Õ Vol. 122, OCTOBER 2000
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For Godunov-type schemes the solution vector is updated by
writing Eq. ~8! as

W i
n115W i

n2
Dt

Dx
@Fi 11/2* ~W i

n ,W i 11
n !2Fi 21/2* ~W i 21

n ,W i
n!#,

(11)

where Fi 11/2* (W i
n ,W i 11

n ) represents the flux~10! given by the
solution of the Riemann problem ati 11/2 formed by the
piecewise-constant states in the cells ati and i 11.

Godunov’s original method employs the exact solution to
Riemann problem@16# to find the inter-cell fluxes; this involves
iterative procedures and can impose a large burden on compu
resources for multi-dimensional calculations. Many ‘‘approxima
Riemann solvers’’ have now emerged in the literature@14,17#
which are significantly less demanding of computing time than
calculation of the exact solution. The solution method used in
present work is based on a modification, due to Toro et al.@18#, of
the approximate Riemann solver proposed by Harten et al.@19#.
This Riemann solver reduces the computational effort requ
using an ‘‘exact’’ Riemann solver by approximately 40 percen

High-Resolution Godunov-Type Schemes Using Gradient
Limiters. Piecewise-constant reconstruction of the data res
ing from the solution of the Riemann problem gives only firs
order spatial accuracy; second-order accuracy can be obtaine
using a piecewise-linear reconstruction. A straightforward
proach to this linear reconstruction however, leads to the spur
oscillations which are produced by any second-order scheme
constant coefficients@17#. This problem can be overcome by th
use of so-called gradient limiters@20# to modify the reconstruction
so that the total variation of the reconstructed data does not
ceed that of the initial data, thereby satisfying the total variat
diminishing ~TVD! condition @21#. This generic approach wa
termed MUSCL~Monotonic Upstream Scheme for Conservati
Laws! by van Leer@20#.

Equation~1! can be written, for an arbitrary control volumeV,
as

]

]t EV
WdV1 R

S
F¢•dS¢50. (12)

This equation asserts that the time variation of the integral
eraged solution,W, within the volume,V, depends only on the
surface values of the fluxes. For any computational mesh w
verticesABC equation~12! can be written as

]

]t EV
WdV1 R

ABC
~Fdy2Gdx!50, (13)

whereF andG are the Cartesian components of the flux vectoF¢

and are given in Eqs.~2!. The flux across sideAB of this control
volume is

F¢5FAB~yB2yA!2GAB~xB2xA!5F¢ @R0~WL ,WR!#, (14)

Fig. 2 Piecewise-constant reconstruction
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whereR0(WL ,WR) is the interface solution of the Riemann pro
lem defined by the two interpolated statesWL andWR , either side
of the interfaceAB. A gradient limiter is employed to ensur
monotonicity of the interpolated data. In the present work a tw
cycle limiter is used, which is a modified version of the sche
described by Batten et al.@22#.

Results
This section describes the application of the code to the si

lation of shock-wave propagation through junctions formed by
intersection of three pipes. The junction considered in this ph
of the work is a 180 deg junction, where two adjacent pipes me
to become one pipe of cross-sectional area equivalent to su
the individual pipes. A shock tube rig was constructed for
purposes of obtaining schlieren images of the waves in
junction.

Schlieren Images. Figure 3 shows the general arrangement
experimental rig developed for visualizing the density gradie
~schlieren images! induced by the propagating wave. The drivin
tube and shock tube~pipe 1! are separated by a diaphragm whi
bursts when the pressure difference reaches a certain value.
the schlieren method produces two-dimensional images the t
were square and rectangular in section. Three piezo-resistive
sure transducers were located around the junction—one tr
ducer in each pipe. The signal from the transducer in pipe 1
used, via a time-delay circuit, to trigger an argon-spark-flash
and a CCD camera. The image acquired by the CCD camera
frozen by the short duration of the light source and a sequenc
images of a propagating wave front was thus constructed. T
was possible because the results were found to be hi
repeatable.

Figure 4 shows the schlieren image obtained 200ms after the
wave has reached the pressure transducer in pipe 1. The wav
emerged from pipe 1 in which it was propagating from left
right. On reaching the junction the wave-front expands in a m
or less spherical manner~cylindrical in two-dimensions! so that it
expands around the bend into pipe 3, as well as continuing in
original direction of its travel into pipe 2. A rarefaction wave
reflected backwards into pipe 1 when the shock wave encoun
the area expansion formed at the pipe junction and a vorte
formed at the ‘‘tongue’’. The distortion of the wave front from
Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power
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cylindrical form arises because the propagation speed in each
is the sum of the speed of sound and the flow velocity.

The simulated results shown in Fig. 5~a! were produced with
the coarse mesh, using no adaptive refinement, shown in Fig.~b!.
The narrow cells in the center of the grid are caused by the n
to represent the ‘‘tongue’’ of the junction. Clearly these dens
contours give a very crude depiction of the wave front. Figu
6~a! shows how the resolution is improved by adaptively refini
the grid to the extent shown in Fig. 6~b!; this result was achieved
using approximately 11,000 cells. The grid refinement was a
vated when the density gradient between computational cells
ceeded a given criteria.

Figures 7~a!–~d! show a schlieren image, a predicted schlier
image, and predicted density contours and velocity vectorst
5250ms. Since the schlieren system measures densitygradientit
is more appropriate to compare the measured images with
magnitude of the gradient of the density field predicted by
code, namely

AS ]r

]xD 2

1S ]r

]yD 2

. (15)

Figure 7~b! shows a predicted ‘‘schlieren’’ image of the wav
system which is directly comparable with the measured im
shown in Fig. 7~a!. This was produced using a significantly high
grid refinement level than that shown in Fig. 6~b!.

Figures 8~a!–~d! shows the schlieren image and predicted
sults att5350ms. By this time the shock front has reflected fro
the lower wall and started to bend around the growing vor
created at the tongue of the junction. Eventually a portion of t
wave-front is transmitted back into pipe 1. The vortex produced
the predicted results is due entirely to the numerical visco
introduced by the discretization process, there being no exp
model of the fluid viscosity in the simulation. In spite of this th
predicted schlieren results shown in Fig. 8~b! are remarkably simi-
lar to the measured schlieren image. The vortex is illustra
clearly in the velocity vectors shown in Fig. 8~d!. At t5500ms
~Fig. 9~a!! the vortex has detached itself from the tongue of t
junction. The reflected wave from the bottom wall is just enteri
the mouth of pipe 1 and has reflected off the top wall
pipe 2. This situation is reliably mimicked by the simulatio
~Fig. 9~b!–~d!!.
Fig. 3 General arrangement of schlieren system
OCTOBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 551
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Numerical viscosity arises from the discretisation of the go
erning equations of flow and has the effect of introducing a me
dependent artificial mass diffusion, viscosity, and heat conduc
in the continuity, momentum, and energy equations, respectiv
These effects are often collectively termed ‘‘numerical viscosit
and are grid dependent. The focus of this paper is, however
the modelling of thepropagationphenomena of the waves in th
pipes. The fluid flow field is driven by the pressure wave pheno
ena and thus the detailed flow field in the immediate vicinity
the junction is of secondary interest. It will be seen, indeed it is
aim of the paper to show, that it is possible to predict the m

Fig. 4 Schlieren image at 200 microseconds

Fig. 5 „a… Density contours at 200 microseconds „unrefined
grid …; „b… unrefined grid

Fig. 6 „a… Density contours at 200 microseconds „refined
grid …; „b… refined grid at 200 microseconds
552 Õ Vol. 122, OCTOBER 2000
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pressure levels in the pipes even with an extremely coarse gr
which the fluid flow field is very poorly resolved.

Pressure-Time Histories. Pressure-time histories at th
transducer locations are shown in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!. It can be
seen that the transmitted wave amplitude in pipe 3 is substant
smaller than both the original wave and the wave amplitude
pipe number 2. These differences in the mean level of the w
are an effect of the junction geometry on the propagation of
wave-front and it is this effect which cannot be captured direc
by a one-dimensional model.

The high frequency oscillations which can be seen in the m
sured pressures in pipes 2 and 3 result from the transverse m
of a wave-front across the pipes. The simulation results show
Fig. 10~a! predict accurately the mean levels of the transmit
pressures in pipes 2 and 3~P2 and P3 in the diagrams!. The
simulated results shown in this figure were produced using
unrefined mesh of the form shown in Fig. 5~b!. It does not seem
possible to resolve the pressure caused by the transverse pro
tion of the waves in pipes 2 and 3 using this coarse mesh. T
predicted results are shown in each pipe, corresponding to
and second-order spatial accuracy. The results obtained u

Fig. 7 „a… Schlieren image at 250 microseconds; „b… simulated
schlieren image at 250 microseconds; „c… density contours at
250 microseconds; „d… velocity vectors at 250 microseconds
Transactions of the ASME
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second-order spatial accuracy retain a steeper profile of the pr
gating shock waves than those produced when using first-o
spatial accuracy.

Figure 10~b! shows that the pressure variations induced by
first three transverse wave oscillations in pipe 2 can be parti
resolved by using adaptive grid refinement. An enlarged view
the pressure variation in pipe 2 is shown in Fig. 10~c!. The shock
wave gradient is significantly steeper compared with the res
obtained without grid refinement. An improvement in the sho
wave resolution also occurs when using first-order spatial ac
racy with mesh refinement but the transverse oscillations rem
unresolved.

The ability to predict the mean pressure levels of the wa
propagating through the junction has a major bearing on the
curacy of volumetric efficiency predictions obtained using eng
simulation programs and it is clear that the two-dimensio
model used in this work affords such a facility for the squa
section pipes considered. The transverse component of the w
propagation would be of significance in predicting the noise sp
trum radiated from the end of the pipe. However waves in eng
manifolds can have wavelengths of the order of one meter or m
and would thus not produce such strong transverse effects.

Fig. 8 „a… Schlieren image at 350 microseconds; „b… simulated
schlieren image at 350 microseconds; „c… density contours at
350 microseconds; „d… velocity vectors at 350 microseconds
Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power
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Wave propagation through 90 and 45 deg junctions have
been successfully simulated, as described by Pearson et al.@23#
Figures 11 and 12 show measured and predicted results for
deg junction with a nozzle in the pipe form which the sho
emerges. Again, good correlation is obtained between the m
sured and predicted wave patterns~Fig. 11!. After 0.3 ms the
incident shock wave has propagated a significant distance a
from the junction in each of the exit tubes and has reflected b
from the wall opposite the entrance to the shock tube—this p
tion of the wave is approaching or is passing through the vorti
at the exit to the shock tubes.

Figure 12 presents the pressure/time diagrams for the w
situation described in the previous area. It is clear that the no
in tube 1—the shock tube—has mitigated the amplitude of
pressure waves in the exit tubes. These extra losses are a
expense of having a larger pressure rise in the shock tube—in
the pressure in the shock tube rises up to a time of 0.6 ms afte
shock wave has first passed the transducer in that pipe due t
gradual reflection of a wave of increased amplitude along
nozzle-section of the junction.

Since the calculation techniques is based on a robust sh
capturing scheme the model is capable of handling much gre

Fig. 9 „a… Schlieren image at 500 microseconds; „b… simulated
schlieren image at 500 microseconds; „c… density contours at
500 microseconds; „d… velocity vectors at 500 microseconds
OCTOBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 553
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wave strengths than those used in the present work. Result
pressure ratios of 4 to 1 are shown by Batten et al.@22# and the
code has been tested with much stronger waves.

Run Time. The computing time required for a simulation o
duration 0.002 s after the wave has passed the first transd
location, in a domain containing 280 triangles, and using no g
refinement, is 14.0 seconds on a Silicon Graphics O2 worksta
~180 MHz, 64 MB RAM!. When adaptive grid refinement is use
producing a maximum of 646 triangles, the computing time
creases to 52.2 s. In both cases quoted second-order spatial
racy was used.

On the same computer 106.9 s CPU time was required to m
five cycles of operation of a naturally aspirated four-cylind
spark-ignition engine using a comprehensive engine simula
program with a one-dimensional calculation of the manifold g
dynamics~using a centred-difference scheme with a flux limit

Fig. 10 „a… Pressure histories; „b… pressure histories; „c… pres-
sure histories; „d… location of pressure transducers
554 Õ Vol. 122, OCTOBER 2000
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and 220 computational cells!. Since the engine speed for this ca
was 3000 rev/min this represents a duration of 0.2 seconds. H
the two-dimensional model of a three-pipe junction~no adaptive
grid refinement! requires about 13 times as much computatio
effort as a typical simulation of a complete engine using a o
dimensional program with a simple two-zone combustion mod

Conclusions
It has been established that a two-dimensional inviscid mo

can predict the correct transmitted pressure levels when a s
wave encounters a simple three-pipe junction. Figures 5 an
show that it is not necessary to use a fine mesh in order to pre
the mean pressure levels in the ducts. Indeed this can be ach
with a much coarser mesh than is required to produce well
solved two-dimensional images of the wave front. Hence,
pressure-loss characteristics of the junction can be modelled
a very simple representation of the boundary. It is therefore

Fig. 11 „a… Schlieren image for 45 deg junction with a nozzle;
„b… simulated schlieren image for 45 deg junction with a nozzle

Fig. 12 Pressure histories for 45 deg junction with a nozzle
Transactions of the ASME
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ticipated that the use of such a model as a local multi-dimensio
region in a one-dimensional simulation of gas dynamics in eng
manifolds will not require unacceptably large computi
resources.
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Nomenclature

e 5 specific internal energy
e0 5 specific stagnation internal energy
F 5 vector of flux terms

h0 5 specific stagnation internal energy
p 5 pressure
R 5 specific gas constant
t 5 time

T 5 temperature
u 5 velocity

W 5 state vector
x 5 distance
r 5 density
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